Abstract. Using the colored Kauffman skein relation, we study the highest and lowest 4n coefficients of the n th unreduced colored Jones polynomial of alternating links. This gives a natural extension of a result by Kauffman in regard with the Jones polynomial of alternating links and its highest and lowest coefficients. We also use our techniques to give a new and natural proof for the existence of the tail of the colored Jones polynomial for alternating links.
Introduction
The unreduced colored Jones polynomial is link invariant that assigns to each link L a sequence of Laurent polynomialsJ n,L indexed by a positive integer n, the color. In [3] Dasbach and Lin conjectured that, up to a common sign change, the highest 4(n + 1) (the lowest resp.) coefficients of the polynomialJ n,L (A) of an alternating link L agree with the first 4(n + 1) coefficient of the polynomialJ n+1,L (A) for all n. This gives rise to two power series with integer coefficients associated with the alternating link L called the head and the tail of the colored Jones polynomial. The existence of the head and tail of the colored Jones polynomial of adequate links, a class of links that contains alternating links, was proven by Armond in [2] using skein theory. Independently, this was shown by Garoufalidis and Le for alternating links using R-matrices [4] and generalized to higher order tails.
Write S(S 3 ) to denote the Kauffman Bracket Skein Module of S 3 . Let L be an alternating link and let D be a reduced link diagram of L. Write S A (D) to denote the A-smoothing state of D, the state obtained by replacing each crossing by an A-smoothing. The state S B (D) of D is defined similarly. Using the Kauffman skein relation Kauffman [6] showed that the A state (respectively the B state) realizes the highest (respectively the lowest) coefficient of the Jones polynomial of an alternating link. We extend this result to the colored Jones polynomial by using the colored Kauffman skein relation 3. We show that the n-colored A state and the n-colored B state realize the highest and the lowest 4n coefficients of the n th unreduced colored Jones polynomial of an alternating link. Furthermore we show that this gives a natural layout to prove the stability of the highest and lowest coefficients of the colored Jones polynomial of alternating links. In other words we prove that the head and the tail of the colored Jones polynomial exist.
background
In this section we recall the definition of adequate links and its connection to the Kauffman states. We also review the basic of the Kauffman bracket skein module and the Jones-Wenzl idempotent. It is known that a reduced alternating link diagram is adequate. See for example [11] . It is important to see that the if a link diagram is A-adequate then any state that has only one Bsmoothing will have one fewer circle than the A-smoothing state.
2.2. Skein Theory. Let M denotes a 3-manifold that is homeomorphic to F × [0, 1], where F is a connected oriented surface. We will also use Q(A) to denote the field generated by the indeterminate A over the rational numbers. Definition 2.2. (J. Przytycki [15] and V. Turaev [20] ) The Kauffman Bracket Skein Module of M = F × I, denoted by S(F ), is the Q(A)-free module generated by the set of isotopy classes of framed links in M (including the empty knot) modulo the submodule generated by the Kauffman relations [7] :
where L⊔ consists of a framed link L in M and the trivial framed knot .
Relation (1) is usually called the Kauffman skein relation. Since the manifold M is homeomorphic to F × [0, 1] one may consider an appropriate version of link diagrams in F to represent the classes of S(F ) instead of framed links in M . If the manifold M has a boundary then one could define a relative version of the Kauffman bracket skein module.
Our first example is the Kauffman bracket skein module of the sphere S(S 2 ). This module can be easily seen to be isomorphic to Q(A). This isomorphism is provided by the Kauffman bracket and it is induced by sending D to D . In particular it send the empty link to 1. Along with the module S(S 2 ), we will also need the relative skein module S(D 2 , 2n), where the rectangular disk D 2 has n designated points on the top edge and n designated points on the bottom edge. In fact, the module S(D 2 , 2n) admits a multiplication given by vertical concatenation of two diagrams in S(D 2 , 2n). With this multiplication S(D 2 , 2n) becomes an associative algebra over Q(A) known as the n th Temperley-Lieb algebra T L n .
For each positive integer n, the algebra T L n contains an element of special importance to us. Then th Jones-Wenzl idempotent (projector), denoted f (n) , was first discovered by Jones [5] . We shall adapt a diagrammatic presentation for Jones-Wenzel projector that is due Lickorish [10] . In this notation one thinks of f (n) as an empty box with n strands entering and n strands leaving the opposite side. See Figure The Jones-Wenzl idempotent has two defining properties. The defining properties of f (n) are:
The second equation of 2.1 holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and it is usually called the annihilation axiom.
The n th Jones-Wenzl idempotent has an important recursive formula due to Wenzl [21] and this formula is stated graphically as follows:
(1)
where
We assume that f (0) is the empty tangle. A proof of Wenzl's formula can be found in [11] and [21] . The defining properties of the Jones-Wenzl idempotent imply the following identities
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2.3. The head and the tail of the colored Jones polynomial for alternating links. Let L be a zero-framed link in S 3 . Recall that the unreduced colored Jones polynomial of L, denoted bỹ J n,L (A), can be obtained by decorate every component of L, according to its framing, by the n th Jones-Wenzl idempotent and consider this decorated framed link as an element of S(S 3 ). We are only concerted with the coefficients of the colored Jones polynomial so for our purpose the framing of the link L could be chosen arbitrary.
Following [2] , write P 1 (A) . = n P 2 (A) ,where P 1 (A), P 2 (A) are two Laurent series if and only if the first n coefficients of P 1 (A) and P 2 (A) coincide up to a common sign change. The tail of the unreduced colored Jones polynomial of a link L, if it exist, is defined to be a series
The colored Kauffman skein relation
We start this section by proving the colored Kauffman skein relation in 3.1. This relation is implicit in the work of Yamada in [22] . The colored Kauffman skein relation will be used in the next section to understand the highest and the lowest coefficients of the colored Jones polynomial.
The following two Lemmas are basically due to Yamada [22] . We include the proof here with modification for completeness. 
Using property (2) in 2.4 we obtain the result.
Note that if we special n to 1 in the previous Lemma we obtain the Kauffman skein relation.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 implies that
where C ′ n,k is a polynomial with integral coefficients in A. Let us prove by induction on n that we have
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For n = 1 relation (3.2) holds since this is just the Kauffman skein relation. Applying the identity (3.1) on the colored each term of the colored Kauffman skein relation, we obtain :
The skein elements
, where 0 ≤ k ≤ n, are linearly independent and hence , we now define what we mean by an adequate skein element in S(S 2 ). Consider a skein element S in S(S 2 ) consists of arcs connecting Jones-Wenzl idempotents of various colors. Construct the diagramS from S by replacing each i th Jones-Wenzl idempotent in S by the identity in T L i . If S contains no crossings then we say that S is adequate ifS consists of circles each one of them passes at most once from the regions where we had the boxes of the idempotents in S. In other words, a crossingless skein element S is adequate if each circle in S passes at most once from the same idempotent. See Figure 5 for a local picture of an adequate skein element. 
The main theorem
The colored Kauffman skein relation provides a natural framework to understand the highest and the lowest coefficients of the colored Jones polynomial. In this section we will use this relation to prove that the the highest (the lowest respectively) 4n coefficients of the n th unreduced colored Jones polynomial agree up to a sign with the n-colored A-state (the n-colored B-state respectively). We use this result to prove existence of the the tail of the colored Jones polynomial.
Assume that the link diagram L has k crossings and label the crossing of the link diagram by 1, .., k. The colored Kauffman skein relation implies that
where α L (n, s) = A (2n−1) k i=1 s(i) and the summation runs over all functions s : {1, 2, ..., k} → {−1, +1}. Now for any colored state s of the link diagram L there is a sequence of states s 0 , s 1 ..., s r such that s 0 = s − , s r = s and s j−1 (i) = s j (i) for all i ∈ {1, ..., k} except for one integer i l for which s j−1 (i l ) = −1 and s j (i l ) = 1. It is enough to show that the lowest 4n terms of α(n, s − )Υ 
where Λ s,(i 1 ,...,i k ) is the skein element that we obtain by applying 3.2 to every crossing in Υ (n) L (s). The theorem follows from the following three lemmas.
Furthermore,
Hence, the result follows.
Proof. When we replace the idempotent by the identity in the skein element Υ (n) (s − ) we obtain the diagram L n−1˙ C where C is a link diagram composed of a disjoint union of unit circles each one of them bounds a disk and L n−1 is the (n − 1)-parallel of L. Note that state Λ s − ,(n−1,...,n−1) is exactly the all B-state of the link diagram L n and it is also the all B-state of L n−1˙ C. Since L is alternating then the the number of circles in Λ s 1 ,(n−1,...,n−1) is one less than the number of circles in Λ s − ,(n−1,...,n−1) . In other words, the number of circles in the all B-state of Υ (n) (s 1 ) is one less than the number of circles in the all B-state of the diagram L n−1˙ C. Thus,
Moreover the skein element Λ s − ,(n−1,...,n−1) is adequate since L is alternating. Hence by Lemma 3.3 we have
For the second part, note that the number of circles in the diagrams Λ s,(i 1 ,.. Proof. The previous two lemmas imply directly that the lowest term in Υ (n) (s − ) is coming from the skein element (C n−1,n−1 ) k Λ s − ,(n−1,...,n−1) and this term is never canceled by any other term in the summation. 
